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Abstract
In order to get a better understanding of the detailed mechanical properties of the V-belt
CVT variator, two different force models are discussed. The first type describes Vshaped elements which only make use of tensile forces to transmit torque. This model is
referred to as the basic force model. The second, more extensive type also takes into
account some additional effects which are present in a metal pushbelt, like compressive
force and friction between the rings and elements.
Calculation results from the basic and extended force models are compared to
results of measurements that were performed with a pushbelt using the Power Loop
Test Rig.
The Power Loop Test Rig (PLTR) is a durability testing facility for chains and
pushbelts at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. The rig is also appropriate to
perform functional tests, like measuring the clamping force ratio or the variator efficiency.
The rig is different from common testing facilities as it uses a second (identical)
CVT to load the transmission. Both CVT’s are coupled in parallel. When one of the
variators is forced into a slightly different ratio, a torque between -250 Nm and +250 Nm
can be created.
The measurement results from the PLTR are for most cases very close to the
calculation results. However in overdrive ratio at positive input torques and in low at
negative torques there is a clear difference between the calculations and the
measurements. An explanation could be that the running radius of the pushbelt is not
constant over the wrapped angle, as is assumed for the calculations. This causes slip
forces influencing the clamping force on the primary pulley. (The secondary clamping
pressure is constant in the measurements.)
It is remarkable that the simple basic force model describes the clamping force
ratio of the PLTR just as well as the extended clamping force model. Still some
deviations between the measurement results and the basic model can be explained
using the extended force models, as there seems to be a slight step in the value of the
clamping force ratio around ratio 1.0.
The basic force model gives a very good estimation of the clamping force ratio of
a pushbelt and is very well suited for calculating the minimal necessary clamping forces.
However, the extended clamping force model is essential to calculate the efficiency of
the pushbelt, which is not possible with the basic force model.
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1 Introduction
The large benefit of a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) is it’s ability to shift
under load between an infinite number of ratios. This results in a more comfortable ride
than with a conventional automatic transmission. Common CVT’s with a metal
transmission element are hydraulically actuated. The disadvantage of these CVT’s with
a crankshaft driven pump is that their efficiency is lower than that of a manual gearbox.
In order to improve the efficiency of a CVT the hydraulic pressures, and therefore the
clamping forces, should be kept as low as possible. To guarantee sufficient clamping
force and avoid excessive tangential slip between the V-shaped element and the
pulleys, the steady state mechanics of a CVT should be known in detail.
First calculations of the minimal clamping forces of a Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT) and an analytical description of the mechanics of a metal pushbelt
were described by Becker in 1987. [1] Though all mechanical aspects were described by
Becker, Van Rooij and Schaerlaeckens were the first to distinguish three different force
models for a pushbelt transmitting positive torque in 1993. [2] [3] These force models
also formed a basis for efficiency calculations on the pushbelt. [4]
The work that had been performed so far always assumed that a CVT could only
have slip in tangential direction and that running radii were constant at any position on a
pulley. In 1999 Sattler accounted for radial slip of chains and pushbelts by using the
stiffness of pulleys, shafts and the chain/pushbelt in his calculations. He made use of
both differential equations and FEM calculations. [5] Sue focused on the effect of the
stiffness of individual transmission parts in 2003. [6] Tenberge made a calculation model
with very short calculation times for a chain CVT’s in 2004, also accounting for
deformations. [7]
De Metsenaere [8] describes a very simple model to calculate the clamping
forces of a V-belt that only makes use of tensile forces to transmit torque. No
deformations or radial belt slip are assumed. The simple calculation results correspond
remarkably well to measurement results of a metal pushbelt using the Power Loop Test
Rig.
The Power Loop Test Rig (PLTR) is a set up which is suitable for both durability
tests as functional testing of chains and pushbelts. The PLTR makes use of recirculating
power by applying a second, identical variator. This avoids the need of a high power
electric motor and brake. As the design of the variators of the Power Loop Test Rig is
quite different from a standard production CVT [9] it is expected that the deformation
effects will be smaller.
The force models by Van Rooij/Schaerlaeckens describe some additional
physical aspects of the pushbelt compared to the simple model by De Metsenaere, like
compressive force and friction between the rings and elements. The aim of this report is
to compare the simple basic force model (by De Metsenaere) and the extended force
model (Van Rooij/Schaerlaeckens) to measurements performed on the Power Loop Test
Rig.
First the basic clamping force model is discussed. Then the extended clamping
force model is introduced, including besides the force models derived by Van Rooij and
Schaerlaeckens also a new fourth force model which describes the belt forces in the
case of negative torque for overdrive ratios. Finally the calculation results from both
clamping force models are compared to measurement results obtained with the Power
Loop Test Rig.
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2 Clamping force models
In order to calculate the minimal necessary clamping forces of a CVT, analytical force
models are presented. These models are also very useful to get a better understanding
of the detailed steady state mechanics of a CVT. To calculate the clamping forces, the
forces that work in tangential direction on a chain or (push)belt are integrated over the
wrapped angle of the pulley.
Two kinds of clamping force models are described below; the basic clamping
force model which assumes that only tensile forces work in the V-belt and the extended
clamping force model which takes into account compressive force and friction between
the rings and elements of a pushbelt.
For both clamping force models the following assumptions apply:
-

both primary and secondary pulleys are considered to be infinitely stiff
the shape of a chain or (push)belt in lateral direction is constant at each position
in the variator
the chain or (push)belt is considered to be able to deform elastically in tangential
direction
running radii are constant over the whole wrapped angle of a pulley
friction coefficients (µ1, µ2 ) are constant at each position in the variator
the two packages of rings of the pushbelt are considered as one large element
the elements of the pushbelt are (all together) considered as one homogeneous
band
only steady state effects are considered
no temperature changes are taken into account

The way in which the clamping forces are transmitted to the V-shaped element is
illustrated in Attachment A.
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3 Basic clamping force model
A chain, pushbelt or any V-belt uses tensile forces to transmit torque from one shaft to
the other. When no torque is applied to the ingoing shaft and a clamping force is put on
the pulleys, an initial tension will be present in the chain: the pre-tension force T0.
(Centrifugal effects are not considered in the basic force model as they don’t have an
effect on the clamping forces here.)
Figure 1 shows the tangential (tensile) forces working on the V-belt at positive
input torque (M1), represented by the shaded band. On the primary pulley first the tensile
force increases over the angle α1 to its maximum value T1. The tensile force stays
constant over the rest angle υ1. On the secondary pulley the tensile force decreases
over the angle α2. The tensile force stays constant over the rest angle υ2.
For the basic force model two states can be distinguished. One for positive
torque (in all ratios) and one for negative input torques (see Figures 1 and 2). The most
important difference exists in the rest angles on secondary side. At negative torque on
the angle υ2 tensile force T1 is present, where for positive torque T0 exists over the
secondary rest angle. This results in a higher secondary clamping force at negative input
torques, as the clamping forces are calculated by integrating the tangential forces over
the wrapped angle of the pulley.
ν2
δ

δ

φ

α1

T0
φ

ω1

γ1

γ2

M1

ν1

T1
α2

ν2

Fig 1: Belt forces at positive torque

δ

δ
T1
α1

γ2

ω1

φ
γ1

T0
ν1

α2
φ

Fig 2: Belt forces at negative torque
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The tensile force in the chain increases over the angle α1,2 of a pulley according to the
Eytelwein formula [10]:
µ 2ϕ

T = T0 ⋅ e sin θ

(1)

Here T represents the tensile force in the chain at a certain position on the angle α1,2. T0
represents the minimal tensile force (pre tension force), µ2 is the friction coefficient
between the V-shaped element and the pulley sheaves, φ is the position on the angle
over which the tensile force changes and θ is half of the pulley wedge angle. (The angle
between the pulley surface and a surface perpendicular to the pulley shaft.)
The maximum tensile force T1 becomes:

T1 = T (α1, 2 ) = T0 ⋅ e

µ 2α1, 2
sin θ

(2)

Both tensile forces, the half pulley wedge angle θ and the friction coefficient µ2 are equal
on primary and secondary side. To meet Eytelwein it is true that α1 = α 2 = α :
µ 2α1
µ 2α 2
µ 2α
 T1 
 T1 
sin θ
sin θ
sin θ
=  =e
=e
=e
 
 T0  prim  T0  sec
R
The geometric ratio is defined as: r = 1
R2

(3)

With: R1 the primary running radius and R2 the secondary running radius of the V-belt.
γ 1 = π − 2δ
Now for the wrapped angles γ1 and γ2 applies:

γ 2 = π + 2δ

Where: sin δ =

R2 − R1
a

The ‘useful force’ is defined by: Fuse =

M1
R1

(4)

M1 is the input torque.
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Slip limit
When the minimal necessary clamping forces are applied the V-shaped element is
driven at slip limit. Now the rest angle becomes zero and α becomes equal to γ1,2. The
critical pulley is the one with the smallest running radius so:
α = γ1
For r ≤ 1 :
For r ≥ 1 :

α =γ2

When the tensile forces are integrated over the wrapped angles, the minimal necessary
clamping forces can be calculated.
For low ratios this means that T(φ) is integrated over the primary wrapped angle
γ1 to calculate the primary clamping force. On secondary side T(φ) is also integrated
over the angle γ1, plus the rest angle force which is integrated over the rest angle υ2. At
positive input torque this rest angle force is T0; at negative torque it is T1.
For overdrive ratios T(φ) is integrated over the wrapped angle on secondary side.
To calculate the primary clamping force T(φ) is integrated over γ2; for the rest angle T0
and T1 are integrated over υ1 for negative and positive torque respectively.
This results in the following relations for the minimal necessary clamping forces:
For positive torque:

r ≤1

Fmin,1
Fuse

r ≥1

Fmin,1
Fuse

 cosθ
= 
 2µ 2





Fmin, 2

(5)

µ 2γ 2


 cos θ
e sin θ
2δ 
=
+ µ 2γ 2
⋅

 2µ 2 e sin θ − 1 tan θ 



Fuse


1
2δ
 cosθ
=
+ µ 2γ 1
⋅
tan θ
 2µ 2
e sin θ − 1


Fmin, 2

(7)

Fuse

 cosθ
= 
 2µ 2











(6)

(8)

For negative torque:

r ≤1
Fmin,1
Fuse
r ≥1
Fmin,1
Fuse

 cos θ 

= 
 2µ 2 


1
2δ
 cos θ
=
+ µ 2γ 2
⋅
tan θ
 2µ 2
e sin θ − 1


Fmin, 2

(9)







Fuse

µ 2γ 1


sin θ
 cosθ
e
2δ 
=
+ µ 2γ 1
⋅

 2 µ 2 e sin θ − 1 tan θ 



Fmin, 2

(11)

Fuse
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 cos θ 

= 
 2µ 2 

(10)

(12)

Safety factor
To make sure that excessive slip in the CVT is prevented at all times, the clamping
forces that are applied should be higher than the applied forces at slip limit. Fluctuations
in the load torque, deviations in the friction coefficient, temperature effects etc. could
require a clamping force which is higher than the theoretical minimum. Therefore a
safety factor is used up-scale the clamping forces which are actually applied.
The safety factor is defined as:

Sf =

M 1,max

(13)

M1

This is the maximum torque that could theoretically be transmitted, divided by the torque
which is actually applied.
The torque ratio is defined as τ =

1
.
Sf

The clamping force that is applied to the pulley becomes: F1, 2 = S f ⋅ Fmin,1, 2
An example of calculation results for primary and secondary clamping forces with a
safetyfactor of Sf =1.3 is shown in Attachment B.
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(14)

4 Extended clamping force model
Besides tensile forces, a pushbelt also makes use of a compressive force to transmit a
torque between two shafts. Tensile, compressive and friction forces work in tangential
direction. Tensile forces act in the rings of the pushbelt, whereas a compressive force
can exist between the blocks (elements) of the pushbelt.
Three force models are used by Van Rooij/ Schaerlaeckens to describe the
forces in a pushbelt in tangential direction at positive input torque. [2] To investigate the
pushbelt behavior at negative input torque some extra relations had to be derived similar
to the ones for positive torque. For negative input torques two force models apply: the
LNC model in low ratios and the ODNC model in overdrive. The LNC model is equal to a
force model that had already been derived by Van Rooij / Schaerlaeckens but had only
been used in a different kind of working points. (Positive torques with extremely high
safety-factors). The supplementary fourth pushbelt force model (ODNC model)
describes the behavior of the pushbelt at negative torque in overdrive ratio.
In the extended clamping force model centrifugal effects on the pushbelt are also
taken into account. The centrifugal forces influence the contact force between the rings
and the elements of the pushbelt.
Compressive force
The compressive force in a pushbelt is determined by two factors:
- the friction between the pushbelt and the pulley
- the friction between the rings and elements of the pushbelt
The friction between the pushbelt and the pulleys pushes the pushbelt elements from the
primary to the secondary shaft for positive torque and in the opposite direction for
negative torque.
The friction between the rings and the elements of the pushbelt is caused by the
speed difference that exists between these parts. The friction is a function of this relative
speed. The relative speed is caused by the fact that the running radii of the rings are
larger than the running radius of the elements. This is illustrated in Attachment A.
Assuming that the rings do not slip on the pulley with the largest running radius, the
relative speed is always opposite to the rotation speed of the pulleys on the pulley with
the smallest radius. Therefore the friction also works in a direction opposite to the pulley
rotation.
Tensile force
The task of the tensile force in the pushbelt is mainly to hold the pushbelt elements
together. The resulting force in both straight belt parts has to be a tensile force,
otherwise the transmission of torque by friction between the belt and the pulleys would
be impossible.
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Situation without friction
If no friction would have been present between the rings and the elements, the tensile
force would have a constant value (pre-tension force resulting from the clamping forces)
at all positions in the belt. This can be seen in Figure 3 where the tensile force is
depicted as the outer shaded band surrounding the pulleys. The compressive force
(represented by the inner shaded band) builds up over an angle α1 to it’s maximum
value D. The rest of the wrapped angle would be the rest angle υ1 where all forces stay
constant. Also angle α1 would be equal to angle α2 in the case of zero friction. For this
situation the useful force would become:

Fuse = D + (T0 − T0 ) = D

ν2
T0
D

α1

ω1

ν1

T0

φ

α2
φ

Fig 3: Pushbelt forces for positive torque when µ1=0.
Note that the tensile force in the rings is equal in all positions .

The situation without friction would be similar to the basic clamping force model. The
only physical difference is that the torque would be transmitted by a compressive force
D, instead of an increase in tensile force. Unfortunately the friction between rings and
elements cannot be neglected which makes the force distribution somewhat more
complicated. In the situation with friction between rings and elements, there will be no
rest angle on the pulley with the smallest running radius. The angle α1 is no longer equal
to α2 and a new angle β will be introduced. Over angle β the compressive force stays
constant, but the tensile force varies.
To make clear what the influence of the friction is on the tensile forces, the value
of T0 in Figure 3 is plotted in Figures 4-9 with a dashed line.
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LPC model
The LPC (Low Positive Compression) model is used for ratios smaller than 1.0 with a
positive input torque. In this situation the friction for transmitting the torque will be larger
than the friction that is caused by the relative speed between the rings and the elements.
This means that the elements will be stacked in the upper part of the belt generating the
compressive force D, as can be seen in Figure 4. The largest tensile force T1 is at the
lower belt part. This means that both tensile forces and compressive force transmit a
positive torque. The friction between the rings and elements reduces the tensile force in
the upper belt part.
Besides the angle α2 where the compressive force varies, the rest angle υ2 where
both tensile and compressive force stay constant, a third angle exists on the secondary
pulley. Over the angle β2 the compressive force stays constant, but the tensile force
varies.
For LPC model applies: Fuse = D + (T1 − T0 ) > 0
ν2

β2

T0

α1

D
ω1

β1

T
φ

1

α2
φ

Fig 4: Pushbelt forces for LPC model
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LNC model
The LNC (Low Negative Compression) model is used for ratios smaller than 1.0 with a
negative input torque. The
ν2
compressive
force
now
appears in the lower belt part
φ
φ
(as power is being transmitted
from secondary to primary
T0
β2
side).
Conspicuously
the
highest tensile force is in the
lower belt part. This means α1
ω1
that the tensile forces are
actually transmitting a positive
torque. This will have a
negative
effect
on
the
D
efficiency of the pushbelt in
these working points. The
β1
T
friction between the rings and
1
α2
elements causes the tensile
force in the lower belt part to
be larger than the dashed line
in Figure 5. For negative input
Fig 5: Pushbelt forces for LNC model at negative torque
torques in LNC model applies:

Fuse = D − (T1 − T0 ) < 0

ν2

The LNC model also applies for
φ
φ
positive input torques in some
T0
situations. When the friction
β2
between the rings and the
elements is larger than the effect α1
ω1
of the torque that is transmitted,
the compressive force will be
built up in the lower part of the
belt. The friction is that large that
D
it actually drags the elements to
the lower belt part where they
T1
β1
are compressed. The positive
α2
torque is now being transmitted
using the tensile forces, whereas
the compressive force is actually
transmitting torque in negative
Fig 6: Pushbelt forces for LNC model at positive torque
direction. The LNC situation can
appear for positive torque when
too high clamping forces are applied. This causes a higher normal force between the
rings and the elements and therefore larger friction. The value of the forces T1, T0 and D
is different from the case when negative torque is transmitted (See Figure 6). The
distribution of the forces is exactly the same as at positive and negative torque; therefore
it is exactly the same force model. For transmitting positive torque with the LNC model
applies: Fuse = D − (T1 − T0 ) > 0
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ODPC model
The ODPC (OverDrive Positive Compression) model is used for ratios larger than 1.0
and with positive input torque. In Figure 7 can be seen that the largest tensile force T1 is
found in the upper belt part. This means that the tensile forces are actually transmitting a
negative torque, while the compressive force is transmitting a positive torque. This has a
negative influence on the efficiency. For positive torque applies:

Fuse = D − (T1 − T0 ) > 0
The ODPC model also
applies for overdrive ratios
with a negative torque
when
extremely
high
clamping
forces
are
applied.
The
force
distribution is shown in
Figure 8. The friction
between the rings and
elements is so large that
the elements are pushed to
the upper belt part. The
highest tensile force is also
found in the upper belt part.
The negative torque is
transmitted by the tensile
forces; the compressive
force transmits positive
torque. The useful force
becomes:

α1
T
D

β2

ω1

β1
φ

φ

T0

α2

ν1

Fig 7: Pushbelt forces for ODPC model transferring positive torque

Fuse = D − (T1 − T0 ) < 0
α1

Because
the
only
difference between figures
7 and 8 is the value of the
forces, both situations are
described by the same
force model; the ODPC
model.

T1

β2

D

ω1

β1

T0

φ

φ

α2

ν1

Fig 8: Pushbelt forces for ODPC model transferring negative torque
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ODNC model
ODNC
(OverDrive
Negative
Compression)
describes the forces for
ratios larger than 1.0 with a
negative input torque and
with
‘normal’ clamping
force values.
The compressive force can
be found in the lower belt
part; the largest tensile
force is present in the
upper
part.
For
this
situation both tensile and
compressive
forces
transmit a negative torque.
Here the expression for the
useful force becomes:

α1
φ

φ

T

β2
ω1

β1

D

T0
α2

Fuse = D + (T1 − T0 ) < 0

ν1

Fig 9: Pushbelt forces for ODNC model

Transition between force models
In practice the transition from LNC to LPC and from ODPC to ODNC happens at a
certain torque ratio. The transition lines are plotted in Figure 10. In this picture the area
with r<1 above the transition line (solid) is the area where LPC model applies; in the area
below the LNC model applies. In the right half of the figure (r>1) in the area above the
solid line ODPC model applies and below the line the ODNC model is used.
When the secondary clamping force is constant, the transition from one model to
the other takes place at a certain input torque. This transition torque can be calculated
with the following relation:

(

)

Transition between LNC/LPC and ODPC/ODNC models

M trans = (T0 − C ) ⋅ e µ1α s − 1 ⋅ R1

LPC

(See also Attachment C.)

ODPC
τ [-]

LNC
ODPC
LNC
ODNC

r [-]
Fig 10: Transition lines of the force models
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The tensile force in the rings changes over the angles α1,2 and β1,2 of a pulley according
to:

T (ϕ ) = K t ⋅ e − µ1 ⋅ n⋅ϕ + C

(15)
C is the centrifugal force on the rings which is calculated by the density of the rings
multiplied by the square speed of the rings: C = ρ r ⋅ vr2
The compressive force on angle α1,2 can be calculated using:

Q(ϕ ) = K t ⋅ e − µ1 ⋅ n⋅ϕ + K d ⋅ e − µ 6 ⋅ϕ − E

(16)

With E the centrifugal force on the elements: E = ρ e ⋅ ve2
To calculate the clamping forces the compression and tensile forces are integrated over
the angles α1, β1, υ1 on primary side and α2, β2, υ2 for the secondary pulley. When this is
done for each force model this results in the following general formula:

F1, 2 =

1
2 tan θ

K

Kt
⋅  d ⋅ e − µ 6 ⋅ϕ2 − e − µ 6 ⋅ϕ1 + (E + D1, 0 ) ⋅ β 1, 2 −
⋅ e − µ1 ⋅n⋅ϕ4 − e − µ1 ⋅n⋅ϕ3 + [T1, 0 − D1, 0 − (C + E )] ⋅ υ1, 2 
µ1 ⋅ n
 µ6


(

with: µ6 =

)

(

)

(17)

µ2
sin θ

In table 1 the parameters are given that are used to calculate the forces, depending on
the model which is used. These parameters follow from the boundary conditions: the
positions of D, T0 and T1 on the wrapped angles. [3]
Model

Side

Kt

Kd

φ1

φ2

β1

(E − K t )

0

(T0 − C )
(T0 − C )

(E − K t )

0

(T0 − C )
(T0 − C )

(E − K ⋅ e )⋅ e

LPC

Prim

(T0 − C ) ⋅ e

LPC

Sec

(T0 − C ) ⋅ eµ ⋅α

LNC

Prim

LNC

Sec

ODPC

Prim

ODPC

Sec

ODNC

Prim

ODNC

Sec

µ 1 ⋅α s

1

s

(E − K

t

⋅e

(E − K ⋅ e
t

t

− µ1 ⋅β1

µ1 ⋅ β 2

)⋅ e

1

1

s

s

(E − K t )

(E − K ⋅ e
t

− µ1 ⋅ β 2

φ4

ν1,2

D1,0

T1,0

n

β1

0

0

αs

0

T1

1

α2

α2

αs

υ2

D

T0

1

α1

αs

0

D

T1

-1

0

β2

υ2

0

T0

-1

υ1

0

T0

-1

0

D

T1

-1

µ6 ⋅β 2

β2

µ 6 ⋅ β1

β1

αs

0

0

α2

α2

β1
αs

α1
αs

α1

αs

υ1

D

T0

1

0

β2

0

0

T1

1

(E − K t )

(T0 − C ) ⋅ eµ ⋅α
(T0 − C ) ⋅ eµ ⋅α

φ3

α1
αs

)⋅ e

µ 1 ⋅ β1

µ 6 ⋅ β1

)⋅ e

0
µ6 ⋅β 2

β2

Table 1: Calculation parameters for the extended force models.

The calculations of the forces with the extended clamping force model include an
iteration loop. The exact calculation sequence is illustrated in Attachment D.
The extended clamping force model forms a basis for calculating the efficiency of
a pushbelt. [4] Efficiency calculations will not be considered here.
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5 Introduction to the Power Loop Test Rig
To validate the models which were introduced in the previous chapters the Power Loop
Test Rig has been used. The Power Loop Test Rig is designed for endurance testing of
V-shaped elements for a CVT, but it is also suitable for functional testing. Tests are done
with chains or metal pushbelts. The rig has been designed and built at the Technische
Universiteit Eindhoven in cooperation with the company Gear Chain Industrial B.V. [9]
The set up of the rig differs from conventional CVT testing methods as it does not
use an electric motor (brake) to load the transmission, but a second CVT instead. Here,
two CVT’s are placed in parallel (both primary and secondary shafts connected) to
create a power loop (see Figure 11). The ratio between both shaft rotations is now overdetermined; when a small difference in ratio exists, a torque is generated. This is further
explained in Attachment E. The small electric motor that is connected to the primary
shaft of one of the transmissions only has to compensate for the losses in the rig. The rig
consists of two identical, custom made transmissions (variators) with a ratio range of
0.43 to 2.33. With this rig measurements can be performed with ingoing speeds of up to
6000 rpm and torques going from -250 Nm up to +250 Nm on the primary shaft. A
picture of the PLTR is shown in Attachment F.

EM

EM

Drive motor

CVT

EM

Transmission

Brake

Drive motor

CVT

Transmission

CVT

Transmission

Fig 11: On the left: a common CVT test rig. On the right: the Power Loop Test Rig

Rig lay out

A
B
Hardware
LVDT
Both primary and secondary
T2 ω
xA
shafts are equipped with a
torque- and a speed sensor.
(See figure 12). This means
that the speed ratio between
both shafts can be measured.
T1 ω
To measure the slip that
occurs between the V-shaped
EM
element and the pulleys, a
position sensor is placed on
Torque &
xB
one of the moveable pulley
speed sensor
sheaves of each variator. With
this
Linear
Variable
Fig 12: Hardware lay out of the PLTR
Displacement
Transducers
(LVDT) the geometrical ratio of
the variator can be measured. The geometrical ratio is the zero load ratio at a certain
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clamping force, which is different from the speed ratio when the belt slips on the pulley
under a torque load.
Hydraulics
An overview of the hydraulics of the rig can be seen in Figure 13. The actuation of the
CVT pulleys is done using a servo electro-hydraulic system for each separate
transmission. Such a servo system consists of two pumps. One hydraulic pump provides
enough pressure to clamp the pulleys onto the belt and prevent the belt from slipping on
the pulleys. This pump is called ‘pressure pump’. A second pump is used to move the oil
between the primary and secondary pulley in order to change the ratio of the variator.
The pump is referred to as ‘ratio pump’.
The advantage of this hydraulic system is that it’s energy consumption is much
lower than in a conventional hydraulic system. This could be beneficial to improve the
overall efficiency of the transmission when used in a vehicle. [11] This will not be
discussed any further here. A ‘Lubrication pump’ is placed in series with the servo
system which is also used to lubricate the V-shaped element and the bearings of the
variator.
Control
The design and the details of the control strategy of the PLTR can be found in [8] and
[12].
The control of the test rig is done on several levels. On variator level the
secondary clamping force and the variator ratio are controlled independently in closed
loop (Figure 13). The desired oil pressure level of the variator is translated into a setpoint
for the secondary pressure. The desired oil pressure is calculated using equations (5)(12) and (14). The setpoint for the
LVDT
geometrical ratio is calculated into a
desired oil flow between both pulleys
Prim.
and thus a rotation speed of the ratio
Ratio
shaft
pump. The pressure pump is ‘torque
pump
controlled’ and the ratio pump is
‘speed controlled’. The primary
CONTROLLE
M
Sec.
R
pressure is not controlled directly but
shaft
it adapts itself to the actual torque, the
secondary pressure and the ratio.
On system level, variator B
M
(Fig. 12) always follows the ratio
CONTROLLE
R
setpoint very precisely, whereas
Pressure
variator A follows this setpoint with a
pump
certain offset to create the desired
torque. This offset can be positive or
M
negative, depending on the sign of the
Lubrication
desired torque.
pump
In fact one variator is always
loaded with a positive torque, where
Fig 13: Hydraulic lay out of one variator
the other variator is consequently
loaded with a negative torque.
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6 Clamping force ratio and torque ratio
To validate the force models, calculations should be compared to measurements which
have been performed on the PLTR. The clamping force ratio is measured to describe the
state of the clamping forces. The clamping force ratio at constant variator ratio (also
often denoted as KpKs value) is defined as: ζ =

F1
F2

The clamping force ratio as it is calculated with the clamping force models is a value that
expresses the proportion between the sum of the tangential forces working on a Vshaped element on the primary pulley to the sum on the secondary pulley. One could
say that the clamping force ratio gives a description of the state of the clamping forces
and therefore of the tangential forces. When the calculated clamping force ratio is
compared to measurements in several working points, the validity of the clamping force
models can be judged.
The PLTR is very suitable for measuring ζ-values with different clamping strategies
(safety factors). With the pressure pump any chosen secondary pressure can be
applied. The ratio pump controls the geometrical ratio of the variator, leaving the primary
pressure to be a result of the torque, the secondary pressure and the ratio.
Two different tests have been performed to validate the clamping force models. The first
test is also known as the ‘ζmax-test’. [5] [6] The ratio is fixed to a certain value and the
secondary pulley is clamped with a constant force. The primary torque is raised from
zero up to the theoretical point of slip limit (Sf = τ = 1). Now the clamping force ratio is
calculated from the primary and secondary pressures and can be plotted as a function of
the torque ratio.
The second test is to keep the torque and the safety factor constant. The ratio is
raised from low to overdrive, passing all ratios. For every value of the ratio a
corresponding secondary clamping force is calculated with the chosen safety factor.
Again the oil pressures are used to calculate the clamping force ratio, which can now be
plotted as a function of the ratio.
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7 Model calculations and measurement results
All of the following calculations and measurements have been performed at a primary
speed of 1000 rpm. In Figure 14 the clamping force ratio is calculated as a function of
the geometric ratio r and the torque ratio τ using the basic clamping force model. Figure
15 shows the same calculation results for the extended clamping force model.

ζ [-]

for positive torque, from LOD into ODOD model for negative torque. The geometric
changes cause the relative speed to run in the opposite direction now. Therefore also
the force distribution changes and consequently the clamping forces alter. This ‘jump’ in
the KpKs value is the largest for high over-clamping (a high safety factor or a low torqueratio) because then the shift in frictional forces between the rings and the elements has a
relatively large effect compared to the effect of the torque that is being transmitted.
r [-]

r [-]

τ [-]

Fig 14: Calculations from the basic model

τ [-]

Fig 15: Calculations from the extended model

Although both results show very much resemblance, a remarkable difference can be
seen around r=1.0. Whereas the basic model has a continuous curve over all ratios, the
extended model shows a step around ratio 1.0. This is inherent to the extended
clamping force model, as a different force model applies in both low and overdrive. (The
direction of the relative speed between rings and elements changes and therefore the
whole force distribution over the wrapped angle changes accordingly.)
In Figure 16 calculated values from
Figures 14 and 15 are compared to
measurement data which were
r=2.0
measured using a pushbelt. The
upper three lines represent the
clamping force ratio as a function of
the torque at ratio r=2.0 for the basic
model, the extended model and the
pushbelt measurement. The lower
three lines show the same variables
at ratio r=0.5. Note the large
difference between calculations and
r=0.5
measurements for r=2.0 at 0<τ<0.8
and for
r=0.5 at -1<τ<-0.6. The latter looks
τ [-]
rather small but in fact the absolute
Fig 16: Results for r=2.0 and r=0.5 for basic (solid), extended
difference is almost as large as the
(dashed) and measurements (grey).
difference for r=2.0 with 0<τ<0.8.
Figures 17 and 18 show the same
graph for ratios r=0.9 and r=1.1 respectively. Again the basic calculations are shown with
ζ [-]

ζ [-]

In figure 11 and 13 can be seen that the KpKs value of the pushbelt is not a
homogenous function of the ratio around i=1.0. When the ratio is increased crossing the
point i=1.0 the LOW force model changes into the OD model
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ζ [-]

ζ [-]

a solid line, the extended calculations with a dashed line and the pushbelt measurement
data is shown in grey. The wide band area in the measurement data for 0.1<τ<0.5 was
caused by some fluctuations in the torque. This does not influence the results and can
be neglected.

τ [-]

τ [-]

Fig 18: Calculations and measurements for r=1.1

Fig 17: Calculations and measurements for r=0.9

Figures 19 and 20 show results for all
geometrical ratios. The input torque is constant and a safetyfactor is chosen for each
measurement. In Figure 19 the measurement data (grey) is shown for τ=+1.0 as well as
for τ=-1.0. Note the large difference for τ=+1.0 in ratios 1<r<1.7 and for τ=-1.0 in ratios
0.5<r<0.8.
Figure 20 shows the same results for τ=+0.25 and for τ=-0.25. Here the large
difference for τ=+0.25 in ratios r>1.3 is conspicuous.

τ=+1.0

τ=+0.25

ζ [-]

ζ [-]

τ [-]

τ=-1.0

τ=-0.25

r []
Fig 19: Calculations and measurements
for τ=+1.0 and τ=-1.0

r []
Fig 20: Calculations and measurements
for τ=+0.25 and τ=-0.25
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Discussion of the measurement results
The results shown in the figures above are in quite extreme situations (very high or very
low safety factors, extreme ratios etc.). Especially the measurement results at slip limit
(Figure 19) are to be considered carefully as the limit of the force model is approached
here.
In Attachment G measurement results are shown with a fixed safetyfactor of
Sf=1.3 for several torques and ratios. These give a better image of the behavior in less
extreme conditions.
In general it can be said that the calculations correspond better to the measurements for
negative input torques than they do for positive torques.
For all results it appears that the basic clamping force model is able to predict the
measurements at least just as well as the extended clamping force model. Most of the
times, the simple model describes the pushbelt behavior even better than the extended
theory.
The large step in clamping force ratio that is predicted by the extended force
models around ratio r=1.0, does not clearly appear in the measurement data. However,
Figures 17 and 18 show that there is an increase in the clamping force ratio around 1.0
which is not well enough described by the basic force model. In this case the extended
force models can give an explanation for some deviations between the measurement
data and the simple force model.
Quite conspicuous is the large difference between the calculations and measurements
for overdrive in positive torque (Fig 16, 19 and 20). Together with the figures in
Attachment G it becomes clear that at ratios r=1.4 and above, the measurement data
follow a different slope than both lines of the calculation results. In Figures 16 and 19
there is also a large difference at negative input torques in ratios smaller than 0.7. Note
that these two situations (r>1.4 with positive torque and r<0.7 with negative torque) are
each other’s opposites. (Compare Figures 5 and 7.) These are both states of extreme
ratios combined with high tangential and clamping forces. Therefore it is possible that
these deviations are somehow caused by elastic deformations.
Calculations which also account for deviations in the running radii (spiral running)
show clearly less extreme clamping force ratio values in high ratios for positive torque.
[5] [6]
The radial slip which is not taken into account in the basic and in the extended force
models could explain the large difference between the measurements and the
calculation results for positive torque in overdrive ratio. The radial slip force influences
the contact force between the V-shaped element and the pulley surface. The axial
component of the radial slip towards the centre of the pulley (which is predominant for
this situation) contributes to the primary clamping force. [9] This means that the primary
pressure which is measured in the PLTR would not be equal to the actual clamping force
that works on the pushbelt. The applied pressure would be smaller than the actual force,
which results in a lower measured value for the clamping ratio ζ.
No results have been published on situations with negative input torque
accounting for the radial slip.
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8 Conclusions and recommendations
Conslusions
The basic force models only take into account tensile forces which transmit the torque in
tangential direction. The extended force models also take into account compressive
force between the elements of a metal pushbelt and friction between the rings and
elements. This makes the models, formulas and calculations more complicated.
Basic and extended model calculations were compared to measurements that
have been performed on a pushbelt using the Power Loop Test Rig. Both models
correspond better to the measurements for negative input torques than they do for
positive torques.
The basic force model calculations predict the clamping force ratio just as well as the
more extended pushbelt models. However, the slope in clamping force ratio as a
function of the variator ratio r around r=1.0 is not well enough described by the basic
force model.
The most noticeable differences between models and measurements occurs at
positive torque in ratios larger than 1.4 and at negative torque in ratios smaller than 0.7.
An explanation could be that the running radius is not constant over the wrapped angle
of the pushbelt, as is assumed in the calculations. Slip forces could influence the
clamping forces and therefore affect the value of the clamping force ratio.

Recommendations
Considering the small differences in the results between basic and extended force
models, the basic force model is very useful for estimating the minimal necessary
clamping force or making an estimation of the clamping force ratio for a pushbelt.
However to perform calculations on the efficiency of a pushbelt, the extended force
models give a good basis.
Although the basic and extended force models give a good estimation of the
clamping force ratio, it is still clear that some effects are missing in the models to
describe the pushbelt mechanics in detail.
In recent years a lot of research has been performed where the assumption has been
rejected that only tangential slip exists. As this type of research could give an
explanation for the differences between the force models and the measurements, it
would be interesting to investigate the effects of radial slip on the Power Loop Test Rig.
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Attachment A
Clamping force
The clamping forces are transmitted to the chain or (push)belt elements by the pulley
sheaves. The hydraulic pressure generates an axial force F1,2 (Figure A1) which causes
the pulley sheave to clamp with a force N. The clamping force N causes the tension
force T0, where it’s radial component Tr leaves the element to be in equilibrium (Figure
θ
dN

T0(φ)

θ

T0(φ)
dTr

dNx
F1,2

dN

dN

R1,2

dφ

dTr

Pulley sheave

Element / belt section

Belt

A1(b)).
(a)

(b
)

(c)

Fig A1: (a) The clamping force working on the pulley sheave
(b) The force of the sheave working on the V-shaped element
(c) The resulting tangential forces (right).

Relative speed
Because of the design of the pushbelt there is
∆R
a difference in running radii between rings
relative
and elements. On the pulley with the large
speed
running radius the speeds of the rings and
vrel
vr
elements are a linear function of their radii;
ve
assuming there is no slip here. Now on the
pulley with the small running radius the speed
ve
vr
of the rings is smaller than the expected
speed, according to the running radius and
the speed of the elements (which is equal to
the speed of the pulley). This means that a
speed difference is present between the rings
and the elements and that slip is present on
Fig A2: Illustration of the relative speed
the pulley with the smallest running radius.
This slip causes a friction which is always
working in direction opposite to the rotation direction of the pulley.
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Attachment B
Primary and secondary clamping forces for the PLTR
Calculations of the primary and secondary clamping forces for a CVT variator of the
Power Loop Test rig. The results are obtained using equations (8), (9), (10), (11), (12)
and (14), input torques of -250 Nm (Fig B1) and +250 Nm (Fig B2), both with a
safetyfactor of Sf =1.3.

Fig B2: Clamping forces for +250 Nm

Fig B1: Clamping forces for -250 Nm
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Attachment C
Transition torque
The transition torque is the point where the compressive force in the pushbelt changes
direction. (It moves from one belt part to the other.) This means that the tangential force
resulting from the friction between the belt and the pulley equals the friction between the
belt and the rings.

Ft , drive = Ft , friction

(C1)

Where Ft,drive represents the traction force between the pulleys and the elements. Ft,friction
represents the friction force between the rings and the elements.
vrel
T+dT

T

Ft,friction
Ft,drive

FN

(a)

(b)
Fig C1: (a) The friction forces that work on the elements
(b) Forces that work on the rings.

The tangential driving force that works on the elements of the pushbelt (and causes the
compressive force) is simply:

Ft , drive = Fuse =

M1
R1

(C2)

For the transition point, the compressive force is zero. In this point the torque is only
transmitted by the tensile forces. For this point applies:

M trans = (T1 − T0 ) ⋅ R1

(C3)

Now with

T1 = (T0 − C ) ⋅ e µ1α s + C

(C4)

Follows for the transition torque:

(

)

M trans = (T0 − C ) ⋅ e µ1α s − 1 ⋅ R1

(C5)
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Expressed using the useful force:

Fuse =

(

)

M trans
= (T0 − C ) ⋅ e µ1α s − 1
R1

(C6)

In Figure C2 the Transition torque is calculated for all ratios when the secondary
clamping force is held at a constant value of 10 kN. When a secondary clamping force of
10 kN is applied, for instance in ratio 0.85 for all input torques smaller than 10 Nm the
LNC model applies, for torques larger than 10 Nm the LPC applies. In ratio 1.6, for
torques above -15 Nm the ODPC applies, for torques smaller than -15 Nm the ODNC
model is used etc.

LPC

LNC

ODPC

ODNC

Fig C2: The transition torque as a function of the ratio for F2=10 kN.
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Attachment D
Schematic overview of the calculations for the extended force
models
INPUT:
- sec. pressure
- Prim. Torque
- Prim. Speed
- Ratio
Sec. clamping force
Sec. torque
Sec. speed

From geometric
conditions follows:
Prim. Radius R1
- Sec. radius
R2
- wrapped angle αs
- rest angle
ν1
ν2
- first guess for β2

M1
ω1
r
F2ref
M2
ω2

Iteration loop

Initial guess for α2

Smallest tensile force in belt T0
Compression force D
Largest tensile force T1
Sec. clamping force F2
Error = F2 – Fref2
Change values α2 β2
Output: T0, D, T1

Initial guess
for α1

D on prim. side Dprim
Error = Dprim –D
Change values α1 β1
Output: α1 β1

ζ = F1 / F2

Iteration loop

Prim clamping force F1
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Attachment E
Creating a torque in the Power Loop Test Rig
As mentioned earlier, in the PLTR a torque is created when a small ratio difference
exists between both variators. Because a variator is a force closed system for
transmitting power, slip will always be present when a torque is applied. (The value of
the slip depends on the clamping forces / safety factor.) The other way around it is true
that when the variator slips a torque is created (by the slip forces).
In the figure below a schematic overview is given of two variators A and B with
their pulleys (black circles) and V- shaped elements (grey bands). The variators are
connected to each other with their two shafts. Variator A has a geometrical ratio rA and
variator B has a geometric ratio rB.
For this example the geometric ratio of variator A is (slightly) smaller than the
geometric ratio of variator B. When we assume that both variators do not have slip on
the primary pulley, this means that the belt speed of variator A is lower than the belt
speed of variator B as R1,A< R1,B. But also on the output shaft both pulleys are rigidly
connected to each other. Now both belts will slip on their secondary pulleys; belt A will
slip in negative direction and belt B will slip in positive direction. Equilibrium of the slip
forces will be created and the speed of the secondary shaft is a result of that equilibrium.
It is possible that one variator has a larger amount of slip than the other one, depending
on the different clamping forces which are used in each variator.
The belts slipping over the pulleys create the torque which is the load in the
Power Loop Test Rig.

Variator A
rA < rB
vbelt A

R1,A < R1,B
vbelt A < vbelt B

Variator B

vslip A

vshaft

vshaft A = vshaft B = vshaft
vslip A = vbelt A - vshaft

vbelt B

vslip B = vbelt B - vshaft
vshaft
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vslip B

Attachment F
Picture of the Power Loop Test Rig
The PLTR as it has been constructed at the Laboratory of Automotive Engineering
Science, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven.
Variator oil Cooling

Hydraulics variator A

Electric motor

Hydraulics variator B

Secondary Torque
& speed sensor

Variator A

Primary Torque
& speed sensor
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Variator B

Attachment G
Comparison between calculations and measurements
Calculation results from the basic and extended models compared with measurement
data. The clamping force ratio is shown at all ratios with a fixed safetyfactor of 1.3.
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The calculation- and measurement results for negative torques:
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List of Symbols
T

Tensile force in the V-shaped element

[N]

Tr
T1
T0
D
Q
F1
F2
Fmin
Fuse
Ft , drive

Radial component of the tensile force in the V-shaped elements

[N]

Largest tensile force in the V-shaped element

[N]

Smallest tensile force in the V-shaped element

[N]

Maximum compressive force in the pushbelt

[N]

Compressive force in the pushbelt

[N]

Primary clamping force

[N]

Secondary clamping force

[N]

Minimal necessary clamping force

[N]

Force which transmits the torque from prim. pulley to V-shaped element

[N]

The traction force from the pulleys on the elements of the pushbelt

[N]

Ft , friction The friction force from the rings on the elements of the pushbelt

[N]

N

Normal force of the pulley sheave on the V-shaped element

[N]

E

Centrifugal force on the elements of a pushbelt

[N/rad]

C

Centrifugal force on the rings of a pushbelt

[N/rad]

M1
Primary torque
M2
Secondary torque
M 1, max Theoretical maximum transmittable primary torque

[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]

M trans
R1
R2
∆R

Primary torque with the transition between LNC/LPC or ODPC/ODNC

[Nm]

Primary running radius

[m]

Secondary running radius

[m]

a

Pulley centre distance

[m]

ve
vr
vrel
r

Velocity of the elements of a pushbelt

[m/s]

Velocity of the rings of a pushbelt

[m/s]

Relative speed between the rings and elements of a pushbelt

[m/s]

Geometric ratio between the primary and secondary shaft

[-]

Sf

Safety factor which indicates the amount of over-clamping

[-]

τ
ζ
µ1
µ2
Kt
Kd

Torque-ratio, inverse value of the Safety factor

[-]

Steady state clamping force ratio

[-]

Friction between the rings and the elements of the pushbelt

[-]

Friction between the V-shaped element and the pulley

[-]

Integration constant for the tensile force

[-]

Integration constant for the compression force

[-]

Difference in the running radii between rings and elements of a pushbelt [m]
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n

Sign of the direction of the compressive force in a pushbelt

[-]

α
α1
α2
αs
β1
β2
ν1
ν2
δ
θ
ϕ
γ1
γ2

Angle over which the tensile force varies for the basic force model

[rad]

Angle on the primary pulley over which the compressive force varies

[rad]

Angle on the secondary pulley over which the compressive force varies

[rad]

Wrapped angle on the pulley with the smallest running radius

[rad]

Angle on the primary pulley over which only the tensile force varies

[rad]

Angle on the secondary pulley over which only the tensile force varies

[rad]

Rest angle on the primary pulley

[rad]

Rest angle on the secondary pulley

[rad]

Angle which depends on the geometrical ratio

[rad]

Half of the pulley wedge angle

[rad]

Angular variable

[rad]

Wrapped angle on the primary pulley

[rad]

Wrapped angle on the secondary pulley

[rad]

Angular velocity of the primary shaft

[rad/s]

Angular velocity of the secondary shaft

[rad/s]

Density of the elements of a pushbelt

[kg/m]

Density of the rings of a pushbelt

[kg/m]

ω1

ω2
ρe
ρr
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LNC
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ODNC
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Continuously Variable Transmission
Finite Element Method
Power Loop Test Rig
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Samenvatting
Orn een beter inzicht te krijgen in de gedetailleerde mechanische eigenschappen van de Vsnaar van een CVT variator worden twee verschillende typen krachtenmodellen beschouwd.
Het eerste type beschrijft V-vormige elementen die alleen gebruik maken van trekkrachten
om koppel over te brengen. Dit betreft het basic clamping force model; het eenvoudige
knijpkracht model. Het tweede, meer uitgebreide type (extended clampingforce model) neemt
een aantal eigenschappen in rekening die aanwezig zijn in de metalen duwband. Zoals daar
zijn drukkracht tussen de schakels en frictie tussen schakels en de snaren.
Berekeningsresultaten van het simpele en uitgebreide model worden vergeleken met
meetresultaten die zijn verkregen met een duwband op de Power Loop Test Rig.
De Power Loop Test Rig (PLTR) is een proefstand voor het uitvoeren van
duurzaamheidstesten voor kettingen en duwbanden op de Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven. De opstelling is ook geschikt voor het doen van functionele testen, zoals het
meten van de knijpkrachtverhouding ofhet rendement van de variator.
De opstelling is anders dan conventionele opstellingen aangezien een tweede
(identieke) CVT wordt gebruikt om de transmissie te belasten. De CVT's worden parallel aan
elkaar gekoppeld. Wanneer een van de variatoren in een iets andere ratio wordt gedwongen,
kan een koppel opgewekt worden van -250 Nm tot +250 Nm.
De meetresultaten van de PLTR liggen in de meeste gevallen zeer dicht bij de
berekende waarden. Echter in overdrive ratio met een positief ingangskoppel en in low met
een negatief koppel bestaat er een duidelijk verschil tussen berekeningen en metingen. Een
verklaring hiervoor zou kunnen liggen in de mogelijkheid dat de loopstraal van de duwband
niet constant is, zoals wordt aangenomen voor de berekeningen. Dit zou slipkrachten
veroorzaken die de knijpkracht op de ingaande pulley beinvloeden. (De secundaire
knijpkracht wordt constant gehouden tijdens de metingen.)
Het is opvallend dat het simpele krachtenmodel de knijpkrachtverhouding van de
PLTR minstens zo goed beschrijft als het uitgebreide knijpkrachtmodel. Toch zijn er een
aantal kleine verschillen tussen het simpele model en de meting die met het uitgebreide
model verklaard zouden kunnen worden. Zo beschrijft het uitgebreide model beter de
geleidelijke stap in de knijpkrachtverhouding rond ratio i.o, die naar voren komt uit de
metingen en niet beschreven wordt door het simpele model.
Het simpele krachtenmodel geeft een heel goede schatting van de
knijpkrachtverhouding van een duwband en is zeer geschikt voor het berekenen van
minimaal benodigde knijpkrachten. Echter het uitgebreide krachtenmodel kan de basis
vormen voor het uitvoeren van rendementsberekeningen van de duwband, wat niet mogelijk
is met het simpele model.

